
 
 

 

MOROCCO from SEA to SAHARA 
 
 

October 10 – 27, 2019 

 

                                                     Exotic architecture, Exciting medinas, Enthralling history 
 An ambitious journey to experience the vast extremes of Moroccan landscapes and cultures, with a small group  

where flexibility and spontaneity will allow us to adjust to local circumstances and possibilities along the way.   
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Morocco Perhaps no other country manages to pack as much diversity, style, exotic beauty and 

history into its tiny borders. Experience it all and more on my comprehensive 18-day/17-night tour as 
you journey over the High Atlas from the Mediterranean to the Sahara in the gentle days of Autumn -  
the most delicious time of the year when the pomegranates are bursting and the dates are being 
harvested. This small-group Luxury Tour of maximum 12 participants is perfect for those who love to 
really experience a culture leisurely – not just tick off another destination.  
Anna lives part-time in Morocco, ensuring that your own experience here is rich and authentic



 

 

 
Your Route:  CASABLANCA (pre-tour night) – starts at 9 am on DAY 1 in CASABLANCA : TANGIER (2) - 

CHEFCHOUAEN  (1) - FES (4) - MEKNES & VOLUBILIS (day trip) - MERZOUGA (2 magical nights in the 
Sahara) - TINEGHIR / TODRA GORGE(1)  -  SKOURA OASIS (2) - MARRAKECH (3) - ESSAOUIRA (2) - 

CASABLANCA (1) – tour concludes  after breakfast on DAY  19 in CASABLANCA 
 

 Morocco has 9 towns and monuments inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage register, 
            and on this tour you will experience 8 of them, including all four of Morocco’s imperial cities. 

               
I’ve also crafted this itinerary to coincide with as many of the wonderfully colourful local market days as 
possible (these happen on various days in each town), including the annual date festival in Erfoud and 
Rissani.  …. did you know that there were more than 40 varieties of dates? 
 

 

                      
Features of this tour: 

SMALL Tour Group size:  minimum 7, maximum 12 participants, plus Anna, and our on-board guide. 
LUXURY Vehicle:  comfortable17-seater with bottled water on board and 4 x 4 vehicles where necessary 
 
OPTIMAL TRAVELLING SEASON Mid Autumn – average temperature Northern Morocco: 28C, low humidity 
(Marrakech), warmer in the Saharan region, coller in the mountains, rain possible, 11 hours of daylight /day  
 
Fitness level required: average, but with significant amounts of walking and steps as most heritage hotels do not 
have elevators. PLEASE advise any special concerns before booking to make sure this tour is right for you. This 
tour is not suitable of you have difficulties with a full day of walking, or climbing stairs. 
 

 



 
 

 
 THIS TOUR IS PACKED WITH wonderful hotels, delicious cuisine and lots of ‘insider experiences’ 

 
Beautiful accommodation ranging from luxury heritage hotels to charming auberges and mosaiced riads 
(courtyard homes converted onto hotels), is one of the true highlights of this tour, and quite different from the 
‘comfortable’ modern city-located hotels advertised in commercial group tour packages with larger group sizes. 
 
It is important to know that you will always be located within the ancient medinas (the old walled towns), and not 
in generic hotels which must always be located outside of the city walls. Traditional riads (courtyard houses) are 
not multi-roomed, and therefore not suitable for groups of more than 12 travellers. So your bus will park outside of 
the medina and porters will take your luggage to the riad - you’re immediately ushered into the heart of things! 
This means you can more easily walk to sights and shops, giving you a safe location and enabling you to wander 
freely in-between group activities, and much, much more authenticity, charm and exotic ambience.  
And other than in the cities of Casablanca and Tangier, the traditional ‘hotel buffet breakfasts’ will be replaced with  
traditional breakfasts (breads, olives, conserves, tea , coffee , juices)and lots of what Moroccans do best – gracious 
hospitality.  
 
My aim with this tour is to share with you in 18 days much of what I love about this country and have discovered 
through frequent visits and living here (in Fes). It is packed with possibilities and is busy, but we pace ourselves 
with 2 rest days in between, so you may rest, discover on your own or walk with Anna.  
 
 

I’ve personally checked dozens hotels /auberges/ desert camps, and have chosen these ones for comfort, 
ambience, delicious cuisine and that special something which gives each a truly unique charm. I’ve also 
chosen them to ensure that they are in SAFE, well-lit areas which you could find if you were coming back 
to the hotel on your own. You won’t need to think about haggling with taxis or getting lost in a dodgy 
area 

 
5 star Hotel  (pre-tour optional - cost not included in tour)       Casablanca        or book the hotel of your own choice on 2nd   

Luxury Grand Heritage Hotel                    Tangier               2 nights    (Thurs 10, Fri 11) 
Charming  Mountain Auberge in the Blue City               Chefchouaen    1 night      (Sat 12) 
Heritage Riad in the C.7th medina                                  Fes                        3 nights   (Sun 13, Mon 14, Tue 15)                                 
Saharan Auberge  (‘Provence meets the Sahara’ )                  Sahara                 1 night      (Wed 16) 
Luxury tented Saharan camp                                             Sahara              1 night   (Thursday 17) 
after a camel ride to your destination    
(if you prefer not to camp, it’s an option)        
Todra Valley ‘Fantasy’ Auberge (Ante Atlas)                                 Tineghir               1 night      (Friday 18)                 
Luxury Traditional Kasbah surrounded by the oasis palmerie 
Resort with pool and garden                 Skoura                   2 nights   (Sat 19, Sun 20) 
Stylish Riad traditional with pool                                                     Marrakech           3 nights    (Mon 21,Tue 22,Wed 23 ) 
in the heart of the  old medina              
Charming C,17th seaside Palace Riad within the old Ramparts Essaouira              2 nights    (Thurs 24, Fri 25) 
5-star Hotel    
(same as at the start , so you can store luggage)                         Casablanca           1 night       (Sat 26) 
Tour ends after breakfast        Sunday 27 October 
2 DAYS AT LEISURE FOR REST:  SUN 13th (Skoura), FRI 18th (Essaouira) 
CUISINE IS OFTEN A HIGHLIGHT and usually  much more than the average tourist diet of ‘chicken tagine’ and cous 
cous. Sometimes on driving days we have to make do with a road side  café - but it’s always safe and tasty. 
Your tour includes 9 lunches and 7 dinners, including gourmet dinners in Skoura, home-cooked cuisine in French-
owned mountain auberges and a seafood lunch straight from the nets in Essaouira, plus a special farewell dinner 
in Casablanca. ALL MUSEUM ENTRANCES ARE INCLUDED (20 entrance tickets) 
                                                                     
                                                                   TOP CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS of SEA TO SAHARA 

                                           
- Begin your journey with an enthralling morning at Casablanca’s monumental Hassan II mosque 

 
- Linger a while in pretty seaside Asilah, a C.15th Portuguese town on the Atlantic en route to Tangier 
 



-  

                                                                                                                                  
 

- Discover the elegance of cosmopolitan Tangier and immerse yourself in the world of the extraordinary  
Paul Bowles, author of The Sheltering Sky, who made Tangier his home for decades 

- Meet the pom-pommed Berber ladies of the Rif Mountains on Market day in the picturesque ‘blue town’ 
of Chefchaouen 

 

       
Photos by Anna Kwiecinska              Rif lady at market day in Chefchaouen                                                                                        market day in the Sahara   

 

- Journey through Rif, Middle and High Atlas mountain ranges, visiting Berber towns, including 
   Morocco’s picturesque ‘garden city’ hill station of Ifrane, an alpine resort at 1665m 
 

- Explore the well-preserved C.3rd BC Roman-Berber city of Volubilis, a UNESCO World Heritage site 
 

- Let your imagination run wild amongst the cavernous walls Morocco’s first imperial city the UNESCO 
World Heritage city of Meknes – it was here that captives, plucked from the shores of Europe by 
marauding corsairs, were held as slaves and bargaining chips by the tyrannical  

 
- Explore the UNESCO World Heritage city of Fez, city of sufis, secrets and stunning cuisine 

 

                             
                                      Photo : Anna Kwiecinska              “marhaba”   Fez’s hospitality, cuisine, artisan crafts and style are legendary 

 



                                                                                                                                                  
 

- Take in the unique sights of the weekly market in Rissani, on the edge of the Sahara,  Morocco’s 

eastern gateway to the Sahara …the date harvest is happening this month -  

 

- Experience the extraordinary beauty of the Sahara, visiting oases, ancient kasbahs and remote desert 

villages. Take a sunset camel ride through the Saharan dunes towards your luxury desert camp and 

simply marvel at the river of stars which await you this night as Berber tribesmen entertain you with 

music and a home-cooked dinner by the campfire. Your tent is cosy, with a real bed, and toilet facilities 

are adequate. We will return  (by camel or  4 x 4 - according to how you feel - in the next morning for 

showers and  cooked breakfast to a desert auberge before setting out for the ante Atlas) 

 

- Delight in the garden paradise of Skoura, Morocco’s only permanent oasis and kasbah heaven - a lovely 

opportunity to try a Hammam (Turkish bath ) in peaceful garden surroundings 
 

- Visit the UNESCO World Heritage site of the fortified red-earth city of Aït Ben Haddou                                                                                                                               
 

- Take the ‘road less travelled’ to Marrakech along the mountainous ‘Glaouie Route’ and  discover where 
Morocco’s Atlas mountain rugs are really made – this is a wonderful day to savour the extraordinary 
landscape as you learn about the turbulent history of the French occupation of Morocco 

 
- Revel in 3 nights in marvelous Marrakech, with its UNESCO World Heritage site medina and a dizzying 

display of unique artisan handcrafts, fashion, homewares and beautifully-restored museums and 
palaces …you will  love our concert evening in a C.16th palace  and tea on the terrace beneath the stars. 

 

        
        Photo: Anna Kwiecinska                                                   a great place to unwind after a day in the souks - your hotel’s roof top terrace in Marrakech 

      
 Your riad has a private swimming pool rooftop terrace, restaurant and hammam. I will offer you menus for 
everything before we arrive so that you can plan your time comfortably in Marrakech and take advantage of this 
fantastic location in the heart of the media, but still safely tucked away in a clean and quiet street. 

                                                                                                                                     



                                                                                                                                                               
 

- Experience the amazing spectacle of Jemaa el-Fnaa ( a UNESCO World heritage location) Africa’s largest 
square, with its acrobats, musicians, storytellers, dentists, food stalls, sellers of tea, henna, luscious dried 
fruits and fortunes                                                                                                                         

- Visit the renowned Marrakech property of Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Berge, Le Jardin Majorelle  
with its fabulous blue garden, Berber jewellery collection and excellent restaurant and the newly-
opened fashion museum - a spectacle of fashion, architecture - and a great bookshop. 
 

- FINALLY! Relax on the Atlantic shores and wander the arty souks of the old Portuguese fortress port of 
Mogador – known today as the UNESCO World Heritage medina of Essaouira … a delightful place to 
wander freely on your own, with restaurants, galleries, artisan nooks and C.16th operating synagogues. 

 
- Indulge in the uniquely eastern pleasures of a Hamman (Turkish bath) there are so many choices here ! 

ranging from the old original hammams attached to each mosque in the ancient medians, to chic and 
pampering options in Marrakech and the lovely garden hammam in Skoura. I will be offering you options 
in advance you don’t miss out on this treat. 

 
                    Read about  , on my website blog my hammam experience in Fez

 
 
               It’s really important to me that you get to feel comfortable in Morocco and have the confidence to try a 
wide array of food, learn a little bit of Arabic, and know how to be safe and respected as you wander the souks 
without feeling harassed and hostage to the sometimes rather pushy ways of Moroccan shopkeepers: remember 
they are past masters at this – Morocco has been the gateway to traders to and from Europe and the rest of the 
world for millennia! But it is, beyond all of these minor irritations, a country of incredible generosity and 
hospitality, and it’s really this that I want to share with you through my many friends here. 

 
GETTING DOWN TO DETAILS 
                                                                                                                           
You may like to arrive a day or two earlier than the tour start date, and I can assist you with accommodation, but 
for the purposes of this tour, accommodation starts on Day One of our tour. 
I have made reservations for extra pre-tour nights at the hotel from which the tour will start, if you wish to stay 
here, otherwise please feel free to make your own arrangements for this pre-tour night. Airport transfers are NOT 
included for arrivals, but can be arranged if you give me adequate notice. 

 
The tour will start at 8.30 am on DAY One at the KENZI TOWERS HOTEL, CASABLANCA, where Anna will be staying. 
Should you wish to reserve a room here the night before the tour starts please notify Anna with your tour booking. 
For those staying at the KENZI on the night of 7th October, you may like to meet Anna for drinks in the lobby at 6.30 
- 7.30 pm on 2nd October. Anna will always be available on Whats App. 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
Day 1    CASABLANCA  - TANGIER                                                                                             Thursday 10   October 
 

Your tour begins and ends in Casablanca, so you can leave excess luggage here if you prefer to travel light. We will 

meet at breakfast, 8 am, and make a prompt start to our luxury minibus (which will be ours for the entire journey), . 

This morning you will explore the mighty Hassan II mosque before driving to Rabat, Morocco’s capital city, a World 

Heritage site. Then onwards along the Atlantic coast to Asilah, a pretty 15th century coastal port built by the 

Portuguese, and an artist’s haven these days. We’ll stop for refreshments and introductory discussion about 

Morocco. Reach Tangier in time for evening drinks on the verandah of your historic hotel and dinner here after a 

long day 

 

Your hotel in Tangiers is a splendid French Colonial heritage hotel 

 

TANGIER (2 nights, historic luxury 5-star hotel where matisse has painted!! ) breakfast and lunch provided  today 
 
 

https://www.annakwiecinska.com/single-post/2017/04/16/In-the-Hammam---Secret-Womens-Business


                                                                                                                                                                        
 
Day 2    TANGIER                                                                                                                              Friday11 October 

 
It’s been said that “Tangier is a city of excessive elegance, but little snobbery - gritty, but elegant at the 
same time”. For many years it’s been a destination for those inspired and seduced by the exotic creating 
a cosmopolitan outpost of the Côte d'Azur, with the wonderful houses and gardens of international 
expatriates like jewels in its Mediterranean crown.  
 
Many tours don’t visit Tangier because it is a bit out of the way;  instead, you’ll be rewarded with an in-
depth tour of this complex city, known as ‘the interzone’ a term coined by C.20th author (of The Naked 
Lunch), William Burroughs, where “only murder and rape” were said to be against the law in those heady 
days of Tangier’s fame as an international zone ….the Kasbah is fascinating , the souks are seedy and 
history oozes from every corner!  

                 

        
 

Above:  Two of Tangier’s most famous residents : a youthful Yves St Laurent in Morocco … he went on to create two famously magnificent residences – one in 

Tangier, the other in Marrakech, and Paul Bowles, author of The Sheltering Sky amongst many other novels and articles set in,  or about Morocco, and the centre 

of  the C.20
th
 ex-pat literary circle of Tangier  (we’ll visit the special exhibition dedicated to the life and work  of Paul Bowles 

 
You will have an  opportunity to visit one of these fabulous villas and see for yourself how the style which became 
synonymous with the mid 20th century ‘jet set’ evolved to create ideas we now take for granted  (eg – the kaftan !) 
You’ll visit the two souks of the old medina and visit the American Legation Museum with its museum-within-a-
museum dedicated to author Paul Bowles, whose novel The Sheltering Sky became an influential movie by 
Bernardo Bertolucci in the ‘80s. The City Museum is a great introduction to Moroccan arts, and of course our 
Mediterranean location demands a great seafood lunch stop today. 

 
Breakfast is provided today 

 

Day 3  TANGIER to CHEFCHAOUEN        Saturday 12 October 

 

This morning we will have an early start to follow the colourful Berber women you will have met in the Markets 
on Thursday afternoon.  Driving up into the Rif Mountains, our journey then follows theirs for 114 km (about 2.15 
hrs), arriving in the famous ‘blue town’ of Chefchaouen for lunch. Washed a powdery blue and piled upon one 
another, houses on this sunset promontory are postcard picturesque.  
Sure, it’s featured in every tourist brochure – but trust me, it’s worth the climb, to get beyond the day-trippers 
and your riad tonight is perched up in the medina amidst the famous blue walls (and pavements, and arches …) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

CHEFCHAOUEN   (1 nights, heritage riad) Today breakfast is provided 

 



 

                                                           
                                         Photo : Anna Kwiecinska                                   Chefchaouen, it’s worth the climb  

 

Day 4               CHEFCHAOUEN  to FES  via VOLUBILIS                                                            Sunday 13 October 
 

It’s a tale of three cities today  as we journey through the ages today bearing witness to several civilisations. 
Leaving Chefchaouen early, we drive to the archaeological site of Volubilis, an important centre from High 
Antiquity to Islamic times. Mediterranean, Libyan and Moor, Punic, Roman and Arab-Islamic cultures as well as 
African and Christian cultures are all evident. 

 

 
 

With its name originating from the great Berber tribe ‘Meknassa’ who dominated eastern Morocco as far back 
as the Tafilalet in the C.8th century, Meknes was founded in 1061 A.D by the Almoravids as a military stronghold 
and became a capital under Sultan Moulay Ismaïl (1672–1727), the founder of the Alawite dynasty. The sultan 
turned it into an impressive city in Spanish-Moorish style, surrounded by high walls with great doors, where the 

harmonious blending of the Islamic and European styles of the 17th century Maghreb are still evident today. It’s 
an incredibly imposing, monumental building which speaks to the aspirations of Morocco’s founder and the 
might with which he ruled.  

 



Arriving in Fes, a caroussa (hand-drawn cart), will bring your luggage to the hotel. Your hotel is a beautifully-

restored riad and a relaxing dinner here tonight is a good idea.  

 

                                   
           Photos : Anna Kwiecinska                                Mint tea and Fessi sweets                                                                                  A riad is a courtyard home  
 
  FES  (3 nights, heritage riad) Today breakfast, lunch  and dinner are provided 

                                                                                                                                                                           
Day  5              FES                                                                                                                           Monday 14 October 

 
Fes was founded in 789 and enlarged in 817 and over the next 250 years, finally united in 1070 by the 
conquering Almoravid dynasty from Spain. Dominated by the seven madrasas built between 1271 and 
1357, Fes is a city whose intellectual traditions sprang from this period. 

 
An important trading zone, wealth accumulated through its position on the North-South trading route to 
Timbuktu found expression in glorious riads and dars … beautiful courtyard mansions with exquisite mosaic 
surfaces. One of the four imperial cites, Fes was the capital of Morocco until 1925, after which Rabat then 
remained the capital even after Morocco achieved independence in 1956. 

 
Today, as a city of enormous historical importance and architectural fragility, the Place Lalla Yeddouna at the 
heart of the Medina is currently undergoing reconstruction and preservation measures, which are nearing 
completion to encompass historic preservation of particular buildings, construction of new buildings that fit into 
the existing urban fabric and regeneration of the river which the extraordinary city of Fes straddles, and which 
has been an eternal source of its importance and wealth, for it is here that the famed leather tanneries created a 
product which rivaled the quality of Cordoba’s famous leather. All this and much more you will explore today. 

 
A maze of some 9000 streets, Fes does not give up its delights immediately … but as a place to wander, sip a mint 
tea along the way, or just sit and watch life pass by from tiny cafes, it is a truly marvelous city to spend time in. 
Today you’ll have a full-day walking tour, stopping for lunch in a delightful hidden garden, before continuing your  

 exploration this afternoon.  
  
 

FES   Today , Breakfast and lunch  are  provided 

                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                    

Day  6              FES                       Tuesday 15 October                                                                                                                                                                         

 

This morning you’ll have the opportunity to discover Fes at your own pace: You may choose to explore some of 
the more specialist museums, including a fascinating weaponry collection and the beautiful woodwork museum – 
or continue your shopping! Lunch is a free choice and we’ll convene after lunch to visit a private photography 
museum with a difference - and then travel beyond the city walls to visit the artisans  whose  crafts  have made 
Fes  famous - the potteries and  mosaic workshops ….  Enjoy a sunset drink ad dinner tonight  

 
  FES   Today , Breakfast  is provided 

 



Day 7          FES to ERFOUD via IFRANE and MIDELT                                                  Wednesday 16 October 

 
A brisk start to an AMAZING journey today to reach the hill station of Ifrane (approx. 1 hour), in the High Atlas 
for morning tea. Established by the French in 1928 its known as ‘The Garden Town’, with an alpine climate at 
1665 m. above sea level, making it a popular escape during Fes’s searing summer, and a ski resort destination in 
the winter. 
Heading towards Midelt for lunch (2hrs 15 min), a busy mountain town, 1508m, catering for the region’s 
important mining industries. This mainly Berber town is also a centre for the traditional carpet manufacturing of 
this area, showcased by local cooperatives. Today there is a long drive affording a detailed view of the geology 
which shaped the society and the culture – ravines through which passed ancient caravans, kasbahs built as 
fortresses … 
 
From here we continue towards Erfoud, and towards Merzouga (55km) where a lovely desert auberge luxury 
awaits. For a sound night’s sleep before our camel adventure tomorrow.  
Long-awaited, and a world away from the refinements of Fes, this is the Sahara  … You’ve made it! 

 

           
 
 
Contrary to what you may be expecting, the Moroccan Sahara is not only rippling red sands, but also black stony 
tracts, with pebbly river beds and wind-eroded banks of sedimentary layers ripe for fossil hunting 
 
ERFOUD   (1 night, desert aubege) Today breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided 
 

Day 8          MERZOUGA, RISSANI and ERG CHEBBI (desert camp)                 Thursday  17 October 
 
Today you’ll have an opportunity to meet desert nomads in the wonderful souk of Rissani with its donkey market 
and date seller. Seemingly untouched by time, this traditional market is a delight to wander in, especially at this 
time of the year, as it is date harvest time, and wholesalers are here to buy and pack the fruit for export all over 

the world. It’s a fantastic spectacle and only happens in October. 

 

                                                             
                                                   Trailing behind the rest of our group, Anna  with Noelle Simpson, Erg Chebbi, October 2018 



    

                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
With over 40 qualities of dates, it’s definitely a case of ‘try before you buy’, and vendors are only too happy to 
offer up their produce for you to savour. 

 
Later on, a wild 4 x 4 exploration of the desert sands and dunes close to the Algerian border awaits us as we make 
out way to a tiny abandoned village within coo-ee of the Algerian border, (where I had to sleep over one night on 
my long camel trip, when the dust storms became so intense that even the camels didn’t want to keep going) – it 
may well be the highlight of your tour!  We’ll meet our camels  a little later for a leisurely walk to our Berber- style  
tented campsite. You’ll  likely meet nomads, with whom we’ll stop for a chat, and the find our camp where warm 
and cosy tents with rugs on the floors and proper beds awaits you.  Decent toilet facilities are there, and the 
fireside tonight with our Berber meal and musicans  will be under the stars if weather (wind) permit.  
  
MERZOUGA, SAHARAN CAMP  (1 night, tented Berber camp) Today breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided 
 

                                       This is your day in the Sahara, so let’s make it the one of your dreams! 

 

                                                
 

More than a bit of desert bling, this is a traditional High Atlas wedding blanket, or hendira, worn by brides and treasured forever afterwards. Authentic 

pieces, as this one is, are highly collectable, but you’ll find contemporary versions in the souks. I’m delighted to help you source unique and quality textiles 

along our journey. Costs vary according to quality, extent of embellishment, age, condition and how good a bargainer you are! 
 

      SHOPPING TIP: prices can be up to seven times what the vendor really expects, so be prepared to haggle 

                                                                                                                                                                                       
Day 9          MERZOUGA to TINEGHIR via EL KHORBAT                                                            Friday 18   October 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
We have a spectacularly beautiful journey today as the 241 km drive takes us into the majestic Todra Gorges. Along 
the way, you can spend some time discovering a covered Kasbah, El Khorbat - a fascinating stop for a museum visit 
and lunch.  After this, the landscape changes constantly as crumpled mountainsides open onto vast rocky plains 
and valleys and brings you to a steep and remote valley where you will spend the night in an atmospheric auberge 
tucked high up into the gorge, amidst fabulous scenery.  I don’t want to tell you more for fear of spoiling the 
surprise! Tonight you’ll enjoy a home-cooked meal served with Moroccan hospitality extraordinaire 
TINEGHIR (1 night) staying in a spectacularly-located auberge, with breakfast and dinner provided 

                                                                                                                                                                         



 

                                                                                                                                                                                
 
Day 10          TINEGHIR to THE OASIS of SKOURA                                                                       Saturday 19 October 
 

                                                                                                            
   Photos: Anna Kwiecinska                      you guessed it – mint tea Nomad style                                                                                                back road bliss! 
 
 

 

An adventurous day today, with the drive of 168 km (approx. 2.5hrs by tarmac) takes us to the extraordinary 
geological wonder which is Boulmane Dades. Along the way, Foreign Legion outposts dot the landscape 
towards the Oasis of Skoura, and the ‘Road of 1000 Kasbahs’.  Following the river, we eventually come to 
Skoura, Morocco’s only permanent oasis, and a veritable Garden of Paradise.  You’ll be truly entertained by 
your visit to one of Morocco’s most picturesque kasbahs before we venture further into the oasis, where like 
the caravans of old, you’ll take rest. Tonight you’ll enjoy some of the best food on the tour, served with 
genuine style and a love of entertaining by the host whose family Kasbar has been extended to create an 
oasis within an oasis. 

 

THE OASIS OF SKOURA (2 nights) where you’ll stay in a 5-star luxury Heritage Ksar (a ksar is a fortified desert / 
mountain home which originally housed an extended family).   
 
MEALS 2 superb 3-course meals included. A wine list is available, and lunch can be ordered  

                                             

                                 
                                          Photo: Anna Kwiecinska                                                               the original Ksar in Skoura oasis at sunset 

 



Day 11    SKOURA at leisure                                                                                                              Sunday 20 October 
 

A day of leisure to enjoy the oasis with a guided walk through the fascinating oasis and learn about its ancient 
subterranean waterways and the manner in which that most precious commodity is shared between 
everyone. Skoura Oasis also has two very interesting museums which you may feel like visiting - transport will 
be available for those that wish to do so.  Indulge in a  hammam or spa treatment and savour this last chance 
to relax and reflect on your amazing journey so far, before the pace picks  up again tomorrow. 
 

There’s a guided walk through the oasis today (included) and a stunning hammam (optional) to enjoy a 
bracing scrub, strenuous massage and steamy soak before relaxing in your thick, fluffy robe.  This is a not a 
place to be rushed. So once again, I’ll offer you the hammam and spa menu ahead of our arrival so you can 
plan your time accordingly. 
 

Day 12    SKOURA  to MARRAKECH via QUARZAZATE and the GLAOUIE ROUTE          Monday 21 October                                                                                                          
 

After an excellent breakfast, relax during the interesting drive to the second of the so-called portes to the 
Sahara (Merzouga was the first of 3), Quarzazate, where the Moroccan film industry has its headquarters. Our 
destination is farther along at Ben Ait Haddou, an impressive and well-preserved kasbah complex, and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, where we’ll have time to explore and refresh and enjoy lunch. 

 

         
  Photos Anna Kwiecinska      mountain rug cooperative                                                                              the foreboding beauty of the Atlas Mountains                                                            
                                                                                                                                                

Well, once again, we could take the quick, main road route to Marrakech, but then we’d miss the fabulous 
scenery of one of the most famous routes in Morocco - the mountain route to the palace of the Glaouie clan. It’s 
here amongst the Atlas peaks, that Berbers make the famous tufted wool rugs, silky with sun and coloured with 
the saffron which grows in the fields by the river snaking below in the valley. It’s a spectacular journey and well 
worth the effort – even if you don’t want to buy a rug (although that’s a little difficult to resist – and a long way 
to come back!). We’ll lunch here with time to meander through the ruins and with plenty of time to visit the 
weavers and see their handcrafts in the making. 
The afternoon drive north eventually starts its descent to 446 m, and the imperial city of Marrakech. 
Marrakech is probably everything you can possibly imagine and more! Defined by its famous Jemaa el- Fnaa,  
Africa’s largest square, it has, simply to be experienced to be believed! 

 

Marrakech (3 nights, medina riad) Breakfast, Lunch are provided today  
Your home for the next 3 nights is a really charming traditional riad in the medina, or old walled city, with 
easy walks to the souks, museums and restaurants. It has a swimming pool, hammam, spa and restaurant. 
Dinner can be ordered ahead for room service or mellow rooftop terrace dining. 
There is such a wealth of choice in restaurants that meals are not provided here, but I have excellent places to 
recommend, as well as a special dining experience you might like to try together … more when we get there (and I’m 
thinking that by now you’re feeling more confident to branch out a little on your own, and evening dining is certainly a 
great time to do that) 

                                                                                                                                                                    



 

                                                                                                                                                                       
 
Day 13              MARRAKECH                                                                                                          Tuesday 22 October 

 

Our guide will walk you through the history of Marrakech and its pivotal role in desert trade and politics as he 
leads you into the souk and through the famous workshops of the leather workers and their tannery.  Here 
in the souk, you’ll find everything – and getting a bit lost is part of the fun, so after lunch, the afternoon is 
yours  to wander serendipitously, enjoy some down time on the rooftop terrace of your riad or continue with 
your explorations of the many excellent museums here – local history, photography and ethnography. 

The first day will be spent entirely within the Medina, exploring in the morning to get an overview of the 

history of this city, founded in 1062.  

Tonight let’s head to the square and marvel at the myriad of sights, sounds, aromas and  flavours which this UNESCO 

World heritage city square has to offer… you can walk home whenever you’re ready or bargain away into the small 

hours … a special surprise tonight! 

 

Marrakech (medina riad) Breakfast is provided today  

 

 Day 14           MARRAKECH          Wednesday 23 October 
This morning your guided tour of Marrakech continues into royal enclosures before heading beyond the walled 

medina into the New City, to spend enchanted time at the truly fabulous Jardin Majorelle, and the newly -opened 

YvesSt Laurant fashion Museum 

 
 

                               
             Photos : Anna Kwiecinska             Jardin majorelle                                               The crenellated mud walls of the desert make their stylistic mark in        

 

  

With a monument to Yves St Laurent, an exquisite Berber jewellery collection, a newly-opened gallery of fashion 

history, and a stunning boutique, this is a destination for leisurely enjoyment before lunching in its excellent garden 

restaurant. 
 

Your afternoon is available for private shopping and walking through the souks. 

Meet this evening dinner for a very special private music performance in the medina before a last walk through the 

Jemaa el-Fnaa, with its acrobats, musicians, storytellers, dentists, food stalls, sellers of tea, henna, luscious dried 

fruits and fortunes. With a contagious energy it’s not easy to draw one’s self away from this truly unique spectacle 

under the stars. 
 
Marrakech (medina riad) Breakfast is provided today  
 

 
 



                                                                                                                                                                         
 
Day 15        MARRAKECH to ESSAOUIRA                                                                                       Thursday 24 October 

 

This morning after breakfast you will drive westwards for two nights on, staying in a heritage riad in the heart of 

the medina of Essaouira, formerly known as Mogador, and a UNESCO World Heritage site for its old medina and the 

massive C.18th ramparts protecting this old port town from the lashings of the Atlantic coast.  Clinging to a  

promontory amidst wide beaches and treacherous rocks, Essaouira’s history stretches back to the Phonecians, but 

today it’s a hip little place  and a collector’s paradise, whose narrow tiny alleys reveal arty studios, artisans’ 

foundries, chic boutiques and little cafes and restaurants. It’s a great place to wind down, feel the sea air on your 

face as it picks up towards sunset and enjoy a drink from the ramparts. You’ve made it – Sea to Sahara, to Sea!    
 

                   
Photo: Anna Kwiecinska                                               Essaouira is full of arty lanes, antique shops, stylish boutiques, bars, restaurants and beachside cafes 

This photo features the stunning green pottery known for its place of production, Tamgroute – it’s the last stop in Morocco before the 7 week camel trek 

undertaken by caravans heading to Timbuctoo – and the rich copper mineralization of the desert sands has created this beautiful ware traded world wide. 

 

Your riad here is crucially, within the city ramparts, so you can step outside and immediately wander around – no 

vehicle for a day and half after you arrive and settle in to your charming riad – unless you’d like a side trip further 

down the coast tomorrow. 

Food is fabulous in Essaouira, and lunch today at the vibrant little fish markets is a treat - the best part? You’ve time 

to return tomorrow if you love it. 

 

Essaouira’s tiny synagogues speak to its history and are an interesting part of a discovery walk, and antiquarian 

expertise in this town makes ‘just looking’ a particularly informative experience.  

We will have a special evening in an antiquities emporium with a collector to give us his insights and close viewing 

of a wonderful collection of textiles in particular. 

 
ESSAOUIRA (2 nights, heritage riad) today breakfast and lunch is provided 



 

Day 16        ESSAOUIRA at leisure                                                                                                Friday 25 October 
 
Essapuira is  ahaven for restaurants, art galleries, specalty art shops and artisans, and a lovely place to stroll along 
the  beach promenade or famous ramparts. The entire median is a UNESCO World heritage zone , so this is  a great 
opportunity to relax and soak up the atmosphere.  
Taking advanrage of our location and time,, lets have our Sea to Sahara celebration dinner tonight so that we can 
take our time back to Casablanca tomorrow. 
ESSAOUIRA (2 nights) today breakfast is provided an we will have a special celebration dinner tonight 

 
Day 17        ESSAOUIRA   to CASABLANCA                                                                               Saturday 26  October 

 

The direct journey to Casablanca takes about 4 and half hours, but we’re stopping off to explore the historic town 
of Safi, a coastal seaport well-known production and sale of ceramic goods. The Collines des Potiers -the potters’ 
quarter - rests just outside of Safi’s walls in the rolling hills above the city. This charming elevated quarter with its its 
ancient wood-burning kilns produces distinctive ceramics and mosaics, and the socco - souk – bears witness to its 
C.16th rulers with an incredibly picturesque Portuguese cathedral.  
Arriving in Casablanca we will bring our Sea to Sahara tour to a close this evening drinks before 
You’ve made it:  Sea to Sahara and back to Sea! Let’s celebrate this epic journey with a special drink! 
Casablanca (1 night) 5-star Hotel, today Breakfast  and lunch  are provided 

.  
Day 18        TOUR ENDS after breakfast                                                                               Monday 27 October 

 

Today after breakfast your tour ends, and transport for your journey to the Airport is included if you are 
departing by 5 pm this afternoon. 
 

 

                                                                                                                                  
  
ABOUT THIS TOUR 

 

This is one of my special tours, I describe as “a- bit-off-the-beaten -track tour with more than a dash of luxe”. 
 

It will appeal to those who don’t want to rush through the ‘must-see’ tourist sites, preferring to take a little extra time now 
and gain time to savour the ambience, luxuriate in the exotic environments I have carefully chosen, take some off-road 
adventures, do a workshop, eat well and sleep well without the hassle of having to figure it all out for yourself. 

 
It’s also fun to travel with like-minded company  and it’s perfect for solo travellers – especially women, who feel daunted by 
travelling in a conservative Moslem country on their own 

 
 Every few days there is ‘a day at leisure’ where you have a choice to be busy or not, with transport always at your 
convenience, as well as a selection of workshops, and other activities which you can choose to do – or not. 

 
I think it’s the kind of tour that you might design for yourself and your friends to enjoy if you had done all the planning and 
pre-travelling yourself – I say that  because they are  things we do that I describe as ‘ non- googleable’   -  experiences, people, 
all made by  long established personal contact who will make this tour unique. 
 
IS THIS TOUR SUITABLE FOR YOU? 
 
Suitable for persons of any age with an average level of fitness.  We walk a lot  … and I try to provide some rooms on ground 
floors of our accommodation, because they typically don’t have elevators.  
 
The camel riding often gets people a little nervous, but don’t be! There is always a 4x4 available for you, and if you don’t fancy 
sleeping in a tent in the Sahara, don’t worry, there are hotel options available. 

 
Busy days are balanced by rest days in between at particularly beautiful places, and opportunities for individual workshops 
are available, 
COST - 18 days, 17 nights  

- Twin share AUD$4799 per person    and a  Single supplement AUD$TBC - apprix 1500 (but I will confirm this with you ) 
  



 

 
 

INCLUSIONS  
 

MEALS    
- 18 breakfasts, 9 lunches, 7 dinners  -  including 3 gourmet dinners,  2 dinners by the fireside in the Sahara, and 2 

mountain Auberge home-cooked Moroccan meals, a seafood lunch and a celebration goodbye dinner 
 

- Very often travellers opt for only one main meal a day, so I have chosen to include meals at places where 
outstanding cuisine is tried and tested. To cover a hefty appetite for all other meals, I suggest a maximum budget 
of AUD$400 if you’re a 3-course person, but light eaters could allow for as little as $300. 
    

- Wine is variably priced, and not widely available- but it does attract premium prices in city  hotels.  
 
ACCOMMODATION 

-  is in a combination of  in 5-star luxury heritage hotels (note: Casablanca, a modern 5-star hotel), charming 
mountain Auberges, stylish Riads chosen for style, ambience, comfort, cuisine and amenities inc. free wifi 
 

- It’s important to note that wherever possible (that’s everywhere except Casablanca), the hotels are restored 
buildings and sometimes heritage buildings, so the rooms are not all identical, and the earlier you book the best 
chance you have of a premium room. In all case, the rooms are delightful, special, unique and in small boutique 
places which I have chosen carefully. 

 
 

- Private tented camp in the Sahara desert, with our own chefs, musicians  - proper beds, carpets  (very comfortable) 
with short and long  sessions of camel riding, with options if this doesn’t appeal to you.  
 
TRANSPORT 

-  from start of tour to end of tour (airport transfer to airport on departure) 
 

- Airport transfer from Airport to your Casablanca hotel is not included, but can be arranged. 
 

- Porterage to our riads … this usually involves hiring  a caroussa (chariot) man to load, pull a hand-drawn cart and 
take the luggage upstairs where necessary (hotel staff rarely do this ) 
 

- On-board guide  PLUS  specialist guides where appropriate 
 

- English speaking driver 
 
MUSEUM AND MONUMENT ENTRANCES FOR ALL GROUP EXCURSIONS  
 

- for all group tour sites -  this includes 20 entrances 
- special concert event in Marrakech in a C.16 palace 
-  private guided walk through the palmeraie (oasis) of Skoura 
- Two full days of private guiding  with history specialists in Tangier and Fes 

 
TIPPING  

- Tips are not included in this price and expected at every turn. I’ll provide an estimate of what might be required 
and we’ll have a modest ‘tip tin’ to alleviate individual tipping issues. (in 2018 it was $160 AUD for 18 days including 
tipping our driver and on board guide). I tip all the hotel porters, restaurants, and local guides. 

-  Laundry, hotel expenses like minibar and phone calls not included.  
 
TRACEL INSURANCE is mandatory 

 
This tour is strictly limited to 12 participants, min  8 . A $1000 deposit is required to secure best rooms and save your place.  

 

And finally a bit about Anna... 
I revel in the exotic, adore  textiles, designing, working with artisans, learning new skills, trying to speak the language –  India, 
Bali, Ethiopia, and now Morocco… beautiful destinations for the adventurer in you too. 
 
 
 



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 
I first travelled to Morocco in 1986, since rediscovering it 3 years ago, I’ve spent a total of 12 months there, enrolling to study 
Arabic in Fes in 2017, and in 2018, a 5-month stint, based in Fes, where  rented wonderful  riad and lived like a Fessi. 
I’m amazed at the rate at which morocco has developed in the cities - for better and worse, like most places, but delighted to 
say that rural Morocco, where I prefer to spend most time remains largely unchanged. 
  
You’ll have a chance to witness this for yourself at the marvelous Museum of Photography in Marrakech  - which is an 
enthralling destination in its own right, but a secret pleasure indeed, once you’ve been to the places shown on the 60year f 
films, and realize that you’ve witnessed the individuality of Berber life for you self. 
 
EXPERIENCE IN MOROCCO 
 
 I’ve arranged bespoke itineraries for individuals and small groups, including those with specialised interests in photography. 
Meanwhile, working with specialist artisans, I’m  creating a collection of home and fashion wares  under my brand  ‘Caravan of 
Dreams ‘ – which will be launched in December 2018, and of course ‘Sea to Sahara ‘ 2018 departed with 8 guests in October 
2018 and we all lived to tell the tale! Thus has provided an opportunity to finesse the 2019 tour to optimize the itinerary. 
 
 EXPERIENCE ELSEWHERE 
 
20 years as director of a fine art gallery, with forays into textile design and working with wood-block artists in Jaipur, India, I 
have devised and led numerous tours in India and Ethiopia, and spend several weeks a year facilitating Art and Yoga retreats by 
the sea in Bali, Indonesia – hence Spice Voyages! 
 
I’m happiest when working with creative people, and most happy of all with the window wound down and a map on my lap.  
I just love sharing this and creating unique experiences for people adventurous enough to travel with me! 
  

 
 

 

For further details please contact Anna: 
anna@annakwiecinska.com 

 
www.annakwiecinska.com 

 
Whats App: +42422096 

 

 

LOTS TO LOOK FORWARD TO, I HOPE YOU CAN JOIN ME SOMETIME SOON 

If you’re arm-chair travelling in 2019, you can keep up with these events 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/spicevoyages 

Blog: https://www.annakwiecinska.com/blog 

  

mailto:anna@annakwiecinska.com
http://www.annakwiecinska.com/
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